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About This Game

OVERVIEW

Welcome to RoShamBo arena! A brand new FREE arena fighting game, based on a classic rock-paper-scissors! Choose your
character out of dozens unique looks, customize your gear, fight other players, knock their teeth out and become the best in

RoShamBo Arena!

THE GAME

In RoShamBo Arena you’re presented as an arena fighter, who can defeat opponents by choosing one of three punches – rock,
paper, or scissors. The one who wins after selecting the shape kicks the other. During the fight each kick will reduce the amount
of health points, and the one whose health drops to zero loses. Besides standard kicks you can use one of three special skills, that

can heal you, give a boost in attack power, reflect your opponent’s kick and many more. Each character has his own bunch of
special skills, which makes your unique. You can compete with other players in real-time in different modes, like duels,

tournaments, group fights and clan wars in future updates. In campaign mode you can fight bosses and ordinary fighters to get
experience, valuable loot, gear and even more. Get teeth, obtain or buy gear, equip it and fight stronger enemies to get higher in

your league.

KEY FEATURES

Real-time arena fighter . Defeat other players in real-time 3-minute arena fight, choosing one three punches – rock,
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paper or scissors.

Dozens of unique characters. Choose your own character and way him to victory in each battle. Every character has up
to 3 unique skills and unique fun animations.

Hundreds of unique gear. Get the best gear in the game, equip it to increase your stats and defeat your enemies.

Simple and addictive gameplay. Choose rock, paper or scissors. The one who wins, kicks.

Unique and fun special skills. Besides the rock, paper or scissors you can choose one of three special skills during the
fight. Each skill will get you closer to victory, but be attentive. The enemy has his own bunch of skills too.

Character customization. Level up and configure your stats to your own preferences. Create your own unique damage
dealer, tank, or support character.

Team fights up to 3x3 players. Any player can compete with others together with his friends (up to 3 players, competing
each other).

Achievements. In-game achievements, that set you new heights goals every level.

Social features. Find player to co-operate and go to victory together.
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Title: RoShamBo
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Blam! Games LLC
Publisher:
Blam! Games LLC
Release Date: 14 Jul, 2016
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English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Russian
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very cool game hope it goes MP. Wow. I was not sure how a game featuring sky pirates in ship-to-ship combat could possibly be
bad. Now I know: because nobody is playing it to compete against and your cannotballs will pass harmlessly through enemy
ships as they destroy you again and again. Awesome!. Good and funny adventure game from the 1990's. Combines animation
and full motion video effects - in a positive way.

Pros:
+ Graphics
+ Acting
+ Voice acting
+ Music
+ Nostalgia

Cons:
- Some puzzles seemed to be too easy.
- Altough sometimes didn't know for what some items were for.

****/*****

[ 4/5 ]. very good game i like. Don't really like it. maybe it's too hard but i usually don't feel like it's my fault when i die.. Head
Shot: A game where grenades are over-powered... and you have 20 of them

This game is terrible.
I am lucky to not have bought this but instead recieve a key for this game free of charge.
There is plenty of things wrong with this game (view models, hud, pause menu, layout, hackers, everything else)
At times it's so stupid it's not even fun
If you are, for some reason, considering to buy this game then please don't.
. Oh god yes!!!. Unless you want to cheat, then this game sucks. You get a pistol and like 20 bullets if you do a certain side
mission. Then you get utterly destroyed trying to progress to the next area because it takes at least 187 bullets just to kill one of
these jiggly thugs. I tried to get my money back, but I was incoherent for far too long after buying it and steme refused.. I
bought this game a while ago, when it was on sale. Loved Worms 3D, so I thought it would be worth a try. And it was! The
game is very similar to 3D, except for the costomization options for your worms. Also the coin and store system has been
integrated, there are even some weapons to buy for coins that you earn for mastering challenges. And the best thing: they
included the Worms 3D story so even after you finished the normal story it won't get boring playing in single-player.
Although I did not dare to try the competetive mode, I would recommend this game to everyone who played Worms 3D.
But get it for sale!. Mountains of text to read, very little gaming and very boring. I'm quite disappointed with this one.
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So what is it really?

A wargame, a parody, a board game, a computer game?

I've played computer war games since 1983 and never found one I fundamentally disliked as much as this game.

It fails to show respect to history, has no fog of war, and is not even funny.

Biggest waste of my recent gaming dollars.. It's unnecessary to play this game for a long time to write a review, because it's a
straight-to-the-point game. So here is my review:

This game is most definetly something you could play while waiting for something like a download to finish, not really hype-
inducing. Nevertheless, an entertaining little game (which is a little overpriced). Nothing negative about it. I couldn't
recommend this, however, because it doesn't have any specific feature that would appeal to me, and most likely others.. The
game has really bad dialog, too much pixel-hunting and random counter-intuitive puzzles. In other words, it's a typical example
of the poorly done point-and-click games of the modern era. It's really too bad, because the premise and setting are interesting,
and the pre-rendered graphics are actually very nice, but ultimately the story is boring and the game not worth playing.. I have
loved this game since Floyd hit Eastern North Carolina (I know, odd relation but thats when I was introduced to it). I've been
waiting and hoping they would release it for ps4 or at least make it compatible. But VOILA! Steam got it first and I couldn't be
happier. Crystal Method will have you rocking out and the psychadelic tunnels will have you completely zoned into the game.
Absolutely recommend!!. If you are a fan of Chipzel's music buy the album and go buy audiosurf 1 or 2 and play it there you
will have a way better time there. This game has the same concept as that racing game in the 200-in-1 game your grandmother
buys you when you were 7 except somehow they screw with the controls. They feel extremely sluggish as if the same
grandmother who bought you the 200-in-1 game was the driver of the car, most the time im holding the left or right arrow and
the car barley turns either direction but gods forbid i let go and the car go right back to its original position faster than light.
Now i am a fan of difficult games i played super hexagon, dark souls, demon souls, dank suits 2, all the touhou's and those have
a learning curve and the deaths in those games dont feel half as cheap as the one's in this game and most of the time its because
grandma wont turn the car fast enough.
So there if you find this game's concept enjoyable buy the 200-in-1 version and buy the sound track its a way better use of your
money.. I play: Bezier, Echoes+, Geometry Wars, Gran Vitreous, P-3 Biotic, Scoregasm, Ultratron, Waves....
No, I don't like space-shooter-arena !!
But I assume this one is a good one.. this game honestly should be regarded as one of the greats, it has a great community behind
it, the devs are committed and very wonderful people, and the game? oh god the game, this is not a game, THIS IS ART IN
PLAYABLE FORM! i am so happy i discovered giant diamond back when it was just a tiny particle of carbon, the characters
are likeable without saying a word, there is actually and ending to reach, IT HAS MULTIPLAYER! (subnautica take notes)
despite having an ending the game never puts you on a strait path, you could make a rocket car out of a rover and a bunch of
rocket thrusters, you could play football with some tractors and a cosmic marble, you could build a shrine to your lord and
saviour (mine would be a can of diet coke) you could make an explosion so powerful that it would make a certain mad titan
even madder, you can make friends, make cars, explore the cosmos, learn just how much you hate nature and so. much. more.
the game is still updating and as of the time i'm writing this, we are getting jetpacks. seriously though, i'm ashamed of you. you
spent all this time reading my reveiw WHEN YOU COULD BE PLAYING THIS AMAZING GAME!

8\/10 if certain bugs were fixed it would be a 9\/10. this is probably the funniest and generally the best game of its genre that I
have ever played. great stuff :D. Very cool game.
The killing of the zombies is very satisfying, and you can kill them with almost anything you see.
The carnage and destruction of the office add to the chaos and fun.
It's a very entertaining game with a low price tag and a surprinsing amount of cool mechanics.
Totally worth the money
. As someone who occupies most of their time with studying ancient history, loves Ancient Egypt, and is also a language
enthusiast who studied linguistics as well, this game was simply perfect for me. If you are even remotely interested in linguistics,
history and archaeology, as well as liking adventure\/exploration games with a heavy focus on the narrative and making choices,
then this will be a great experience for you. I am calling it an experience more than a game, because for me it had less to do with
playing any game mechanics and more with getting immersed in the world, the characters and its lore.

Basically Heaven's Vault invites you to grab a cup of coffee, put on your archaeology hat and then become part of a beautifully
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crafted setting that heavily draws from the Ancient cultures of our Earth, mostly the natives\/indigenous and of course
Egyptian\/African ancient history and culture.

Highly recommended for those people like me who are a bit tired of all the violent, drama heavy\/focused entertainment out
there and want to engage with more profound and beautiful ideas. Thank you, dev team, for creating this work of art. Please
more of this :)
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